
Zoomi+  
High Chair
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One size fits all. Available in four colours.

Zoomi+ is the ideal feeding chair  
for children and adults who require  
a little extra postural support. 

With its mobile skis, quick release tray and padded 
seat, the Zoomi+ comes with some great benefits. 
It can be easily maneuvered from room-to-room, 
enable mealtime inclusion and provide the user  
with greater comfort.

The high chair is ideally suited to classroom and  
home environments for feeding and/or activities.  
The seat and footrest are easy to adjust, so you can  
alter the height and depth for your child as they grow.

The Zoomi+ is lovingly created using carefully 
selected materials that not only look great but  
also lowers health and safety risks to the user.

The Zoomi+'s wooden frame has anti-microbial 
properties that ensure surfaces are kept hygienic, 
which helps to reduce any risk of cross-infection  
and is especially useful in multi-user environments 
such as nurseries and schools.
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Zoomi+ 
package 
contains...

Seat Unit

High Back Support 

Foot Support 

Arm Supports 

Quick Release Tray 

5 Point Harness

Mobile Ski’s

Contoured 
Padded Seat 
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Features  
& Benefits

Contoured Seat Base
Gentle contouring provides 
support and gives stability for 
sitting, promoting engagement 
and focus on the task at hand.

Colour Options
Zoomi+ comes in four colours 
(Red, Blue, Lime and Black) and 
the contemporary design helps 
to promote social inclusion.

High Back Support
Gives higher levels of support.

Made for the Real World
Wipe-clean surfaces as standard 
ensure cleaning the Zoomi+ is easy.

Arm Supports
Assists with transfers  
promoting independence.  
Used for the Quick release tray.
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Integrated Handle
Featuring an integrated push 
handle, the Zoomi+ can be 
moved around home with ease.

Mobile Ski's
Makes the Zoomi+ high chair 
easier to move, ideal for pushing 
under tables!

Foot Support
Slotted footboard supports the 
feet while a transfer step facilitates 
standing transfer.

High Weight Rating
Zoomi+ has a max user weight 
of 85kg. Its sturdy frame design 
provides stability and prevents 
chair movements. 

Quick Release Tray
Supports upper limbs while 
providing a space for work and play, 
with smart connections making it 
easy to adjust and remove.

Perfectly Customisable
With exceptional adjustment of 
Zoomi+, along with a great range 
of optional accessories, your child's 
Zoomi+ can be tailored to them, 
supporting them to achieve their 
goals and more!
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Optional 
Accessories

Transfer Step
Add on accessory to facilitate  
a standing transfer.
Black 3212-5901-099
Blue 3212-5901-060

Red 3212-5901-022
Lime 3212-5901-054

Padded Centrepoint  
Shoulder Harness
Ergonomic pads for improved 
comfort and fit. Releases from  
the centre and from clips under 
each arm for easy transfers.
Size 0 1409-5660-017
(Pad height 22cm)

Size 1 1409-5661-017
(Pad height 28cm)

2-Point Hip Belt
Easy to adjust and can be removed 
quickly for washing. 2-point slim line, 
dual pull with neoprene sleeve padding. 
X-Small 1405-6220-027
(Pad width 30cm)

Extended Contoured  
Padded Seat
Upgraded seat depth for bigger  
users, additional 10cm seat depth.
Black 3212-8991-099
Blue 3212-8991-060

Red 3212-8991-022
Lime 3212-8991-054

Extended Slotted 
Footboard
Black 3212-5021-099
Blue 3212-5021-060

Red 3212-5021-022
Lime 3212-5021-054
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85kg
LIMIT

Specifications
One Size

Colour Code

Black 3212-1001-099

Blue 3212-1001-060

Red 3212-1001-022

Lime 3212-1001-054

Back Pad 
Height
27cm

Frame 
Height
81cm

Seat Depth
15–26cm

Frame Depth
55cm

Measurements

Foot support 
height (cm) 26–60cm

Seat width (cm) 43cm

Product weight 
(kg) 16kg
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